
Price is according to game and size of group ranging
from $15-$20 per participant.

Pricing & Details

Our Team Building Programs are customized for your
team, whether they be small ten person groups or a large
150 person event. You provide the location, we’ll provide
the fun and together we can create a lot of laughter, a
whole bunch of joy, and memories to last a lifetime.

Discover the Wolf hiding in the Village before they
devour all of you: Deduction
Escape A Desert Island : Semi-cooperative
Targeted Trivia where the closest answer wins:
Trivia
Is your purple my purple? An expressive game of
colorful proportions: Communication/Competitive
Match one person and win, match more and you’re
out :Communication/Collaborative
Place your bets on what you think they’ll find weird:
Ice Breaker
Sixty seconds goes fast when you’re drawing multiple
answers with a string: Communication/Collaborative

Game Menu :  

Not just a store... It's a Destination!

Playing games builds  Cognitive, Emotional, Physical, and
Social life skills. By nurturing bonds, reducing workplace

stress, and supporting good mental health, we will help you
discover a strong workplace culture.

Team Building Programs

(920) 453 - 4263
www.the-gameboard.com

thegameboard@sbcglobal.net
621 N. 8th St, Sheboygan, WI 53081



Why use Board Games for 
Team Building?

Expands your world by embracing challenges that spark
unique ideas and innovative solutions.

Creativity 

helps us engage by using verbal and non verbal skillsets
to grow and understand social cues. 

Communication

Through play, people learn: 

Facilitates collaboration, compromise, negotiation,
patience, and turn taking skills.

Socialization

Bolster empathy and regulate emotions both good and
bad. They help you to handle loss & grow to be a
confident but humble leader/winner.

Emotional Skills

Stimulates critical thinking skills, hones memory,
sharpens reasoning, and fosters problem
 solving skills.

Cognitive Learning

Feed Your Brain

Everyone sitting around a board game is a much lower
stakes situation than everyone around a board room
table. With the casualness of low stakes situation,
evyerone can relax and enjoy the experience without the
pressure of performing.

Casual Environment

Problem Solving
With the lower stakes situation, it is easier to focus on
problem solving in strange, new, and creative ways. Watch
your employees ease into the silliness of problem sovling
for problems that are much more relaxing and much less
intimidating, if not still challenging but in a fun way!

Staff Staycation Adventure
Large group outings are expensive and a hassel to
organize when the size of groups increases. Board Games
make it something approachable and friendly, getting
together with friends with the convenience of being
close to home.

Information navigation
Just because it’s a board game doesn’t mean that the skills
learned and honed over it aren’t applicable to the 9-5 job.
Board Games are an excellent and fun way to not only
learn new skills, but to develop them in a carefree
situation.


